
Welcome! 
Hello all and welcome to the first of our 
regular Weston Green Scout Group 
newsletters! Newsletter is a little bit old 
school, and I am sure that we have lots of 
funky new formats to deliver our latest 
updates to you - twitter, WhatsApp, snap 
chat, tick tock, snap tock, tick Chat etc.,  but hopefully it will help let you 
know how and what the different units in the scout group are up to, and for 
you all to feel involved and engaged with the group in these difficult times. 

We plan an update a term and would appreciate your feedback on what you 
would like to see more of (or less!)  This is a bumper edition this term as we 
have a leader’s profile update with new leaders coming on board and some of 
the old moving around so future editions should be more slimline... 

Christmas trees 
Before I sign off and let the unit leaders let you know what you’re really 
interested in - what your little darlings have been up to - I’d just like to draw 
your attention to the advert further down the newsletter for our Xmas tree 
collection fund raiser, which we would love you to promote, use and get 
involved in supporting - it’s been a huge success previously and I am not sure 
what we ever did before (actually I do and it was a lot more work and a lot 
less beneficial!)  We are in need of anyone who has access to a van in 
particular so please let us know if you can help. 

Weston Green SAS 

With some very experienced leaders leaving this year it’s has given us the 
chance to set up the first Weston green SAS unit. The SAS is a body of people 
who maybe do not have the time to become leaders but do want to remain 
close and support the group with their time and specialist skills when 
needed. This is not just open to those who have been in uniform but for 
anyone who wants to help on an occasional basis and maybe has a specialist 
skill or expertise to share, or would like to be trained to do so. We are 
actively looking for recruits for this and plan to hold a social to meet and 
greet the group as soon as we are able - any excuse! TTFN Rob  
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Website link 
https://
www.westongreens
couts.org.uk 

OSM update 

Don’t forget to 
check OSM for all 
information about 
badges, sessions 
etc. 

easyfundraising 
If you shop using 
easyfundraising.org.
uk and list us as 
your beneficiary we 
get money every 
time you shop!
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Beavers update 
We have been holding face to face meetings with 
12 beavers in each half; one group outside and 
one inside. We started back with everyone 
outside on the common playing games in lovely 
late summer sunshine. The beavers who had 
joined and been invested online during 
lockdown 1 enjoyed their first real meeting.  

Then Puffin and 
Badger led the 
Spiders and 
Snails in a 
treasure hunt the 
following week, 
while Wilbur and 
the Grasshoppers and Ants did an animal quiz 
and footprints challenge. The lodges swapped 

over next week and 
the next fortnight we 
had nature pictures 
outdoors and paper 
aeroplane making 
and flying indoors.   

After a two week half term we managed a hike 
in the dark 
outside and code 
breaking indoors 
before lockdown 
2 hit. Seamlessly 
transferring to 
Zoom we ran a 
Remembrance 
Day quiz and are continuing to work towards 
our Communicator badge by learning to text, 
email and send messages in Morse Code. We 
will celebrate St Andrew’s Day online and hope 
to have some Christmas activities face to face. 
This term Scout Liam Cockburn has been 
volunteering for his Duke of Edinburgh Award 
by helping us and we thank him for his positive 
and enthusiastic assistance.  

Cubs update 
We started this term with meetings out on the 
Common – adhering to social distancing in 
groups with a maximum of 15.  Grand Howl 
meant having 2 lines 25 metres apart…and a 
competition to be the loudest! 

Being outside has actually been great this 
term…we have put up tents in the middle of the 
Common – in, what felt like, a gale – and then 
taken them down in 
the dark…and we 
went on a hike in the 
dark….and nobody 
got lost. 

We even collected 
sticks in the dark 
woods and lit 
fires…. finishing the 
evening with toasted 
marshmallows 
(#yum!) 

I read a great quote from a scouting website, 
that the restrictions have made us all put the 
OUT back into ScOUTing this term, a term when 
we would normally have been inside the hall – 
so it’s not all bad news. 

As we lost Akela (Tanya) at the end of last term 
Rob has kindly stepped in to help from the Scout 
group bringing some of the more adventurous 
activities with him. We have also welcomed two 
new helpers to the team and the cubs helped to 
name them Haathi and Chil…they both brought 
a new cub with them and, added to the 6 
Beavers who swam up this term we had a 
“super-size” 
investiture – outside 
in the car park of 
the church – now 
that’s one you wont 
forget !! 
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Scouts update 

It has been a very interesting and gratifying start 
to the new term – back to face to face scouting 
and out in the fresh air at last! Obviously that 
has only lasted as long 
as the latest lock 
down, as we are now 
back to zoom. We did 
however manage to 
squeeze in a few really 
engaging meetings 
before that, which was a welcome break from 
the restrictions experienced earlier in the year. 
Hikes, bike rides and shelter building all went 
down really well in a term that we normally 

spend quite a lot of 
time indoors because 
of the failing light, so 
the lockdown has 
given new 
opportunities to adapt 
the programme for the 

better, which we hope will continue to shape 
future programme planning ideas, even post 
Covid.  

One meeting that was a surprise hit was the 
motor sport theme – a combination of car 
mechanics and night go cart racing – what’s not 
to like! It came out top in our activity survey so 
we will try and build more practical based 
sessions into future programmes where the 
scouts can learn and apply useful skills. A big 
thank you to all the support we have received 
from the parents too – being outside requires 
more supervision so we could not have done the 
activities without you.  Moving into next year 

we are hoping we can 
once again call on your 
help to make sure we 
can continue to offer an 
exciting programme. 

Explorers update 

It was great to start the Autumn term with a 
return to managed face to face meetings having 
run a virtual programme since the first lock-
down.  

We have been working closely with Oxshott 
Explorers for around a year now and the 
Explorers have got to know each other well 
across the two groups and together this term we 
have done geocaching (winning team found 10 
in an hour and a half), backwoods cooking, 
pioneering A-frame racing and a night-hike with 
'what 3 words' - if you don't know what it is, 
look it up. The front door of the scout hut is 
church is at panic.slide.first - seems fitting 
somehow.  

Here's hoping we get out of lockdown safely and 
return to face to face meetings as soon as 
possible as we have lots of good programme 
content ready to go and are keen to restart DofE 
expeditions and camps! 
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🎄 Christmas Tree Collection 🎄
Every year, on a chilly weekend in early January, you’ll find us out and about, dragging your 
unwanted Christmas trees off to be recycled and shredded into chippings for paths.

Our annual Christmas tree collection is the group’s only regular fundraising activity, and we ask 
all parents to get involved.  In 2019, we raised nearly £10,000 for the group, while providing a 
useful and much appreciated service to the local community.  The money we raise helps us to 
keep our membership fees low, making scouting accessible to everyone in the community and 
one of the best value activities available for young people in the Weston Green area.  It also 
allows us to buy vital equipment including tents, camping gear, minibuses (we have two) and 
trailers.

Parents can help in a variety of roles:

• before the event, we need to put out publicity, advertise, put up posters and drop 
leaflets, so people who live in our catchment area can sign up and book their tree 
collection.

• before and during the event, we need people to organise parents and other volunteers 
into collection teams, arrange vehicles and trailers, plan collection routes, take 
bookings and payments

• on the day, we head out in teams of three – a driver, a navigator and a tree lugger – in 
minibuses, vans and vehicles towing trailers.  Each team does a four-hour session.  
Competition to see who can collect the most trees can get intense!  The main collection is 
done in four shifts over a single weekend, and we collect over 1,000 trees in that time!

• If anyone has access to a van to help with collections that would also be incredibly 
useful!

Can you help us out?  If so, please respond on the Doodle Poll which is going out soon! 

Or just send us an email or a WhatsApp if that’s better.

If you’d like us to collect your Christmas tree once Christmas is over, you can book at 
www.collectmytree.co.uk.

https://www.collectmytree.co.uk/
https://www.collectmytree.co.uk/
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MEET THE LEADERS 

Rob Cannell - Group Leader 
Nickname - Shouty Rob 
Pet hate: people walking through my campsite 
Guilty pleasure: Bargain Hunt 
Claim to fame: being driven by Lewis Hamilton

GROUP LEADERS

Carole Needham - Group Leader 
Nickname: Mavis 
Pet hate: People eating with their mouth open. 
Guilty pleasure: Buying shoes and evening dresses

EXPLORERS

Paul Collyer - Explorers Leader 
Nickname - Mr Collyer (if I'm in trouble) or 'Oi' 
Pet hate: Poor dishwasher stacking, people who dent my 
minibus, admin, unnecessary packaging, cold calling, poor 
whatsapp group etiquette, reply all on emails, squirrels.  
Guilty Pleasure: Directing people through Rob's campsite 
Claim to Fame: I sat next to Terry Nutkins on a plane 

Dave Spencer - Explorers Assistant Leader 
Nickname: Dangerous Dave 
Pet hate: Organisation 
Guilty pleasure: Any dangerous activity - land, sea or sky! 
Claim to fame: Has been up Mont Blanc - the mountain not 
the pen…

Dinos Alexopoulos - Explorers Assistant Leader 
Nickname - Hercules or Sir 
Pet hate: lawbreakers 
Guilty pleasure: Cruising in the green minibus 
Claim to fame: Played rugby for London Irish despite being 
neither.
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Nick Fisk - Scout Leader 
Nickname - Fisky 
Pet hate: rinsing then washing 
Claim to fame: has published a hefty tome (available 
on amazon) 
Guilty pleasure: pushing over trees with his bare hands 

Richard Darby-Dowman - Scout Assistant Leader 
Nickname: ‘Darbs’ 
Hobbies: Anything outdoors...mostly running and 
cycling during lockdown.  
Claim to fame: used to be in the GB kayak team and 
was on Eurosport in the early 2000’s! 

Rob Williams - Scout Assistant Leader 
Nickname - Mr Rob (or Rob the other one) 
Pet hate: repeating myself 
Claim to fame: same name as someone famous 
Unusual fact: I once wrapped a competitor’s minibus in 
300m of cling film in the dead of night in a hotel car 

SCOUTS

Mark Cody- Scout Assistant Leader 

Nickname - The quiet man 

Pet hate: Noise 

Guilty pleasure: plays a mean tune on that there guitar!
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Ophelia “Chil” - Cubs Assistant Leader 
Pet hate - unkindness to animals 
Hobbies: crafting and looking after my 4 cats 
Claim to fame: I helped to write the program that tells you 
how many minutes until the next bus arrives at your stop.  

Debbie “Hathi” - Cubs Assistant Leader 
Pet hate: Parking (especially at Hampton Pool) you 
wouldn’t want me driving the minibus! 
Guilty pleasure: serious bookshop and Audible habit 
Ambition: to walk the Pennine Way…

Kirstie “Bagheera” - Cubs Leader 
Pet hate: Bad grammar and text speech 
Guilty pleasure: Great British Sewing Bee 
Ambition: to walk the Inca trail to Machu Picchu 
Unusual Fact: I have cage dived with Great White Sharks

CUBS
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Nicola Chetwynd-Stapylton - Beaver Scout Leader 
Nickname - Wilbur 
Unusual fact: I have sailed round Britain and rowed in the 
women’s Boat Race. 
Guilty pleasure - eating peanut butter straight from the jar 
with a spoon. 

Jen “Puffin" - Beaver Assistant Leader 

Pet hate - Chopping onions 

Unusual fact: I have achieved the Duke of Edinburgh award 

Claim to fame - Anthony Joshua kissed me on the cheek! 

BEAVERS

Neil - Beaver Assistant Leader 
Pet hate - Bad driving (by others) 
Unusual fact: spent a year travelling round Australia. 
Ambition: to travel around Australia again. 
Claim to fame - Relaid some tiles at Richard Attenborough’s 
house. 
Guilty pleasure: drinking scotch as old as me.
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